DMCC-TS Classified Phone
DOD Mobility Classified Capability – Top Secret (DMCC-TS)

Capability Overview
- Offers a hardened commercial mobile device and preconfigured hotspot approved for users to place voice calls up to TS collateral
- Calls to networks supported by the Defense Red Switch Network and other select networks
- AT&T Unite Explore is the standard hotspot (preconfigured and paired with the user’s device)
- Verizon Jetpack is the non-standard hotspot and exceptions require approval
- Device is unclassified when it is powered off, allowing for easier handling and transportation requirements
- Capability built using requirements set by National Security Agency’s (NSA’s) Commercial Solutions for Classified (CSfC) Program Office’s “Mobile Access Capability Package (MACP)”

Security Overview
- Approved for secure voice calls up to TS-collateral
- Secure phone calls placed using Cellcrypt App
- Security and Operational Guidance for Classified Portable Electronic Devices (PED), dated 25 Sept 2015 outlines use and operating guidance
- Requirements derived from Presidential Policy Directive—40 and Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Directive 16-01 which mandated creation and distribution of TS collateral mobile devices

Advantages
- Available for users across the DOD, Intelligence Community, National Leadership Command Capabilities, and other Federal agencies
- Delivered in partnership with the National Security Agency (NSA)
- Capability is an NSA CSfC Registered Program
- Offers a solution for users who travel frequently and need to communicate TS collateral information
- Functions domestically and internationally (additional cost applies for international offering)
- Constantly evolving capabilities to meet user requirements
- Mission Partner service desks contact DISA via the Global Service Desk

Cost & Ordering
- All Mission Partners will initiate a new service request via DISA Storefront
- Users must have a valid mission need and meet minimum security and operational requirements
- DMCC-TS Infrastructure fee for FY20 is $59.05
- Samsung Galaxy S7 device cost is $700.00
- All devices require a Wi-Fi hotspot
- Data Plans range from $19.50–$168.75 per month depending on the plan

Resources and Contacts
- DMCC-TS Information: DMCC-TS Overview
- Public facing DMCC-TS information (non CAC-enabled): DISA Service Catalog
- FY20 Rate Letter: Mission Partner Portal
- Global Service Desk: 1-844 DISA-HLP (347-2457)
Note: All websites are CAC-enabled unless otherwise noted.

For additional information, visit the DOD Mobility Service Portal: https://disa.deps.mil/ext/cop/dod_mobility